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Abstract: Petroleum reservoir characterization is one of the most difficult and
challenging tasks of the exporation of petroleum industry and usually a long
and costly procedure. This paper proposes a novel kind of patterns for the
classification over quantitative well logging data, which is called MOUCLAS
(MOUntain function based CLASsification) Patterns, based on the concept of
the fuzzy set membership function which gives the new approach a solid
mathematical foundation and compact mathematical description of classifiers.
It integrates classification, clustering and association rules mining to identify
interesting knowledge in the well logging database. The aim of the study is the
use of MOUCLASS patterns to interpret the pay zones from well logging data
for the purpose of reservoir characterization. This approach is better than
conventional techniques for well logging interpretation that require a precise
understanding of the relation between the well logging data and the underlying
property of interest.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Well logging data analysis, a geophysical prospecting technique, plays an
essential role in petroleum exploration and exploitation. It is used to identify
the pay zones of gas or oil in the reservoir formations1. The techniques of
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processing the huge databases such as well logging data is one of the main
paths to increase and optimize production of oil and gas reservoirs. Accurate
reservoir characterization through data analysis of well logging is an
essential step in reservoir modeling & management and production
optimization.

Three main types of well logging quantitative data, which are electrical,
nuclear and acoustic data, can be collected by specific instruments lowering
in the well borehole at different depth intervals. Then, the well logging
interpreter analyzes the acquired data in order to recover the petrophysical
parameters of formations across the borehole, such as porosity, permeability,
lithology, grain size, amount of clay, water saturation, etc. Next, all these
above findings are used for reservoir characterization so as to evaluate the
reservoir formation2. A large number of techniques have been introduced in
order to establish an adequate interpretation model for the petrophysical
parameters of formations over the past fifty years, such as the determination
of permeability3.

In recent years the petroleum industry has witnessed a massive explosion
in the volume and dimensions of data. It is caused by increased sampling
rate, longer record acquisition, multi-component surveys, 4-D seismic, etc4.
Thus we need efficient techniques to process such large databases. Beside
the above conventional empirical and statistical techniques, data mining
techniques have gained much attention since they can be an innovative
option for well logging data analysis for the purpose of reservoir
characterization and help identify the most information rich part of the large
and high dimensional data sets.

Data mining based classification aims to build accurate and efficient
classifiers not only on small data sets but more importantly also on large and
high dimensional data sets, while the widely used traditional statistical data
analysis techniques are not sufficiently powerful for this task5, 6. With the
development of new data mining techniques on association rules, new
classification approaches based on concepts from association rule mining are
emerging. These include such classifiers as ARCS7, CBA8, LB9, CAEP10,
etc., which are different from the classic decision tree based classifier C4.511

and k-nearest neighbor12 in both the learning and testing phases.
ARCS7 demonstrated the successful application of concepts of clustering

for the purpose of classification. However, ARCS is limited to 2D-rules
based classifiers of the format where A and B are two
predicates. It uses the method of “Binning” to discretize the value of
quantitative attributes. Consequently, the accuracy of ACRS is strongly
related to the degree of discretization used. A non-grid-based technique13 has
been proposed to find quantitative association rules that can have more than
two predicates in the antecedent. The authors noticed that the information
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loss caused by partitioning could not be ignored and have tried to employ a
measure of partial completeness to quantify the information lost, but the
measure is still constrained by the framework of binning. Though there are
several excellent discretization algorithms14, 15, a standard approach to
discretization has not yet been developed. Different approaches could lead
to different collections of large itemsets even with respect to the same
support threshold in a given data set. ARCS and the non-grid-based
technique lead to research question 1 addressed: “Is it possible that an
association rule based classifier can be developed for quantitative attributes
by the concepts of clustering which can overcome the limitation caused by
the discretization method? ” CBA8 gives us an interesting indication that the
idea of apriori property can be applied to a set of predicates (itemsets) for
classification. Suppose an association rule based classifier in the form of

where are predicate variables, is the
class label, the antecedent of the rule is a frequent itemset. This raises
question 2: “If an association rule based classifier can be built based on the
concept of clustering, is it possible that a link between CBA and ARCS can
be found so that an association rule based classifier with any number of
predicates in the antecedent can be setup by clustering? ”

The above research issues establish a challenge that comes within our
research focus. In this paper, we present a new approach to the classification
over quantitative data in high dimensional databases, called MOUCLAS
(MOUntain function based CLASsification), based on the concept of the
fuzzy set membership function. It aims at integrating the advantages of
classification, clustering and association rules mining to identify interesting
patterns in selected sample data sets.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT

We now give a formal statement of the problem of MOUCLAS Patterns
(called MPs) and introduce some definitions. The MOUCLAS algorithm,
similar to ARCS, assumes that the initial association rules can be
agglomerated into clustering regions, while obeying the anti-monotone rule
constraint. Our proposed framework assumes that the training dataset D is a
normal relational set, where transaction Each transaction d  is
described by attributes The dimension of D  is l,  the number of
attributes used in D. This allows us to describe a database in terms of
volume and dimension. D can be classified into a set of known classes Y,

 The value of an attribute must be quantitative. In this work, we treat all
the attributes uniformly. We can treat a transaction as a set of (attributes,
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value) pairs and a class label. We call each (attribute, value) pair an item. A
set of items is simply called an itemset.

Since CBA indicates the feasibility of setting up a link between
association rule and classification and ARCS proves that the idea of
designing a classification pattern based on clustering can work effectively
and efficiently, we design a MOUCLAS Pattern (so called MP) as an
implication of the form:

where is a cluster of D, t = 1  to m, and y is a class label. The
definitions of frequency and accuracy of MOUCLAS Patterns are defined as
following: The MP satisfying minimum support is frequent, where MP has
support s if s% of the transactions in D belong to and are labeled
with class y. The MP that satisfies a pre-specified minimum confidence is
called accurate, where MP has confidence c if c% of the transactions
belonging to are labeled with class y.

Though framework of support – confidence is used in most of the
applications of association rule mining, it may be misleading by identifying
a rule as interesting, even though the occurrence of A may not imply
the occurrence of B. This requires a complementary framework for finding
interesting relations. Correlation16 is one of the most efficient interestingness
measures other than support and confidence. Here we adopt the concept of
reliability17 to describe the correlation. The measure of reliability of the
association rule can be defined as:

Since R is the difference between the conditional probability of B given
A and the unconditional of B, it measures the effect of available information
of A on the probability of the association rule. Correspondingly, the greater
R is, the stronger MOUCLAS patterns are, which means the occurrence of

more strongly implies the occurrence of y. Therefore, we can
utilize reliability to further prune the selected frequent and accurate and
reliable MOUCLAS patterns (MPs) to identify the truly interesting MPs and
make the discovered MPs more understandable. The MP satisfying
minimum reliability is reliable, where MP has reliability defined by the
above formula.

Given a set of transactions, D, the problems of MOUCLAS are to
discover MPs that have support and confidence greater than the user-
specified minimum support threshold (called minsup)18, and minimum
confidence threshold (called minconf)18 and minimum reliability threshold
(called minR) respectively, and to construct a classifier based upon MPs.
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3. THE MOUCLAS ALGORITHM

The classification technique, MOUCLAS, consists of two steps:
1. Discovery of  frequent, accurate and reliable MPs.
2. Construction of a classifier, called De-MP, based on MPs.

The core of the first step in the MOUCLAS algorithm is to find all
cluster_rules that have support above minsup. Let C denote the dataset D
after dimensionality reduction processing. A cluster_rule represents a MP,
namely a rule:

where cluset is a set of itemsets from a cluster y is a class
label, The support count of the cluset (called clusupCount) is the
number of transactions in C that belong to the cluset. The support count of
the cluster_rule (called cisupCount) is the number of transactions in D that
belong to the cluset and are labeled with class y. The confidence of a
cluster_rule is (cisupCount / clusupCount) × 100%. The support count of the
class y (called clasupCount) is the number of transactions in C that belong to
the class y. The support of a class (called clasup) is (clasupCount / |C |) ×
100%, where | C | is the size of the dataset C.

Given a MP, the reliability R can be defined as:

The traditional association rule mining only uses a single minsup in rule
generation, which is inadequate for many practical datasets with uneven
class frequency distributions. As a result, it may happen that the rules found
for infrequent classes are insufficient and too many may be found for
frequent classes, inducing useless or over-fitting rules, if the single minsup
value is too high or too low. To overcome this drawback, we apply the
theory of mining with multiple minimum supports19 in the step of
discovering the frequent MPs as following.

Suppose the total support is t-minsup, the different minimum class
support for each class y, denoted as can be defined by the formula:

where freqDistr(y) is the function of class distributions. Cluster_rules
that satisfy  are called frequent cluster_rules, while the rest are called
infrequent cluster_rules. If the confidence is greater than minconf, we say
the MP is accurate.

The first step of MOUCLAS algorithm works in three sub-steps, by which
the problem of discovering a set of MPs is solved:
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Algorithm: Mining frequent and accurate and reliable MOUCLAS
patterns (MPs)

Input: A training transaction database, D; minimum support threshold
minimum confidence threshold (minconf); minimum reliability

threshold (minR)
Output: A set of frequent, accurate and reliable MOUCLAS patterns

(MPs)
Methods:
(1) Reduce the dimensionality of transactions d, which efficiently

reduces the data size by removing irrelevant or redundant attributes (or
dimensions) from the training data, and

(2) Identify the clusters of database C for all transactions d after
dimensionality reduction on attributes in database C, based on the
Mountain function, which is a fuzzy set membership function, and specially
capable of transforming quantitative values of attributes in transactions into
linguistic terms, and

(3) Generate a set of MPs that are both frequent, accurate and reliable,
namely, which satisfy the user-specified minimum support (called ),
minimum confidence (called minconf) and minimum reliability (called
minR) constraints.

In the first sub-step, we reduce the dimensionality of transactions in order
to enhance the quality of data mining and decrease the computational cost of
the MOUCLAS algorithm. Since, for attributes  , j=1 to l in database, D,
an exhaustive search for the optimal subset of attributes within possible
subsets can be prohibitively expensive, especially in high dimensional
databases, we use heuristic methods to reduce the search space. Such greedy
methods are effective in practice, and include such techniques as stepwise
forward selection, stepwise backward elimination, combination of forwards
selection and backward elimination, etc. The first sub-step is particularly
important when dealing with raw data sets. Detailed methods concerning
dimensionality reduction can be found in some papers20-23.

Fuzzy based clustering is performed in the second sub-step to find the
clusters of quantitative data. The Mountain-climb technique proposed by R.
R. Yager and D. P. Filev24 employed the concept of a mountain function, a
fuzzy set membership function, in determining cluster centers used to
initialize a Neuro-Fuzzy system. The substractive clustering technique25 was
defined as an improvement of Mountain-climb clustering. A similar
approach is provided by the DENCLUE algorithm26, which is especially
efficient for clustering on high dimensional databases with noise. The
techniques of Mountain-climb clustering, Substractive clustering and
Denclue provide an effective way of dealing with quantitative attributes by
mountain functions (or influence functions), which has a solid mathematical
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foundation and compact mathematical description and is totally different
from the traditional processing method of binning. It offers us an opportunity
of mining the patterns of data from an innovative angle. As a result, question
1 presented in the introduction can now be favorably answered.

The observation that, a region which is dense in a particular subspace
must create dense regions when projected onto lower dimensional subspaces,
has been proved by R. Agrawal and his research cooperators in CLIQUE27.
In other words, the observation follows the concepts of the apriori property.
Hence, we may employ prior knowledge of items in the search space based
on the property so that portions of the space can be pruned. The successful
performance of CLIQUE has again proved the feasibility of applying the
concept of apriori property to clustering. It brings us a step further towards
the solution of problem 2, that is, if the initial association rules can be
agglomerated into clustering regions, just like the condition in ARCS, we
may be able to design a new classifier for the purpose of classification,
which confines its search for the classifier to the cluster of dense units of
high dimensional space. The answer to question 2 can contribute to the third
sub-step of the MOUCLAS algorithm to the forming of the antecedent of
cluster_rules, with any number of predicates in the antecedent. In the third
sub-step, we identify the candidate cluster_rules which are actually frequent
and accurate and reliable. From this set of frequent and accurate and
reliable cluster_rules, we produce a set of MPs.

Figure 1: The First Step of the MOUCLAS Algorithm
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Let I be the set of all items in D, C be the dataset D after dimensionality
reduction, where transaction contains a  k-itemset. Let E denote
the set of candidates of cluster_rules, where and F denote the set of
frequent cluster_rules. The first step of the MOUCLAS algorithm is given in
Figure 1.

The task of the second step in MOUCLAS algorithm is to use a heuristic
method to generate a classifier, named De-MP, where the discovered MPs
can cover D and are organized according to a decreasing precedence based
on their confidence and support. Suppose R be the set of frequent, accurate
and reliable MPs which are generated in the past step, and
denotes the default class, which has the lowest precedence. We can then
present the De-MP classifier in the form of

where to if and
cluset of
The second step of the MOUCLAS algorithm also consists of three sub-

steps, by which the De-MP classifier is formed:
Algorithm: Constructing De-MP Classifier
Input: A training database after dimensionality reduction, C; The set of

frequent and accurate and reliable MOUCLAS patterns (MPs)
Output: De-MP Classifier
Methods:
(1) Identify the order of all discovered MPs based on the definition of

precedence and sequence them according to decreasing precedence order.
(2) Determine possible MPs for De-MP classifier from R following the

descending sequence of MPs.
(3) Discard the MPs which cannot contribute to the improvement of the

accuracy of the De-MP classifier and keep the final set of MPs to construct
the De-MP classifier.

In the first sub-step, the MPs are sorted in descending order, which has
the training transactions surely covered by the MPs with the highest
precedence when possible in the next sub-step. The sort of the whole set of
MPs is performed following the definition of precedence:

Given two MPs, we say that has a higher precedence than
denoted as

if it holds that: the confidence of  is greater than
that of or if their confidences are the same, but the support of is
greater than that of or if both the confidences and supports of and

are the same, but is generated earlier than
In the second sub-step, we test the MPs following decreasing precedence

and stop the sub-step when there is no rule or no training transaction. For
each MP, we scan C to find those transactions satisfying the cluset of the
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MP. If the MP can correctly classify one transaction, we store it in a set
denoted as L. Those transactions satisfying the cluset of the MP will be
removed from C at each pass. Each transaction can be identified by a unique
ID. The next pass will be performed on the remaining data. A default class is
defined at each scan, which is the majority class in the remaining data. At
the end of each pass, the total number of errors that are made by the current
L and the default class are also stored. When there is no rule or no training
transaction left, we terminate this sub-step. After this sub-step, every MP in
L can correctly classify at least one training transaction in C.

In the third sub-step, though we would like to find as many MPs as
possible to give good coverage of the training transactions in the second sub-
step, we prefer strong MPs which have relatively high support and
confidence, due to their characteristics of corresponding to larger coverage
and stronger differentiating power. Meanwhile, we hope that the De-MP
classifier, consisting of a combination of strong MPs, has a relatively smaller
number of classification errors, because of greedy strategy. In addition, the
reduction of MPs can increase the understandability of the classifier.
Therefore, in this sub-step, we identify the first MP with the least number of
errors in L and discard all the MPs after it because these MPs produce more
errors. The undiscarded MPs and the default class corresponding to the first
MP with the least number of errors in L form our De-MP classifier.

The second step of the MOUCLAS algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The Second Step of the MOUCLAS Algorithm
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In the testing phase, when we classify a new transaction, the first MP in
De-MP satisfying the transaction is used to classify it. In De-MP classifier,
default_class, having the lowest precedence, is used to specify a default
class for any new sample that is not satisfied by any other MPs as in C4.511,
CBA8.

4. EXAMPLE OF MOUCLAS APPLICATION IN
RESERVOIR CHARACTERIZATION

Oil/gas formation identification is a vital task of reservoir
characterization in the petroleum industry, where the petroleum database
contains such records (or attributes) as seismic data, various types of well
logging data and petrophysical property data whose values are all
quantitative.

An illustration of using well logging date for purpose of oil/gas formation
identification is illustrated in Figure 3. The well logging data sets include
attributes (well logging curves) of GR (gamma ray), RDEV (deep
resistivity), RMEV (shallow resistivity), RXO (flushed zone resistivity),
RHOB (bulk density), NPHI (neutron porosity), PEF (photoelectric factor)
and DT (sonic travel time). Since most of the reservoirs are horizontally and
vertically heterogeneous, no depth information is used for training.

One transaction of the database can be treated as a set of the items
corresponding to the same depth and a class label (oil/gas formation or not).
A hypothetically useful MP may suggest a relation between well logging
data and the class label of oil/gas formation since. In this sense, a selected
set of such MPs can be a useful guide to petroleum engineers to identify
possible drilling targets and their depth and thickness at the stage of
exploration and exploitation.

MOUCLAS aims at deriving an explicit or implicit heuristic relationship
between measured values (well logging data) and properties to be predicted
(oil/gas formation or not). The MOUCLAS method is ideally suitable to
establish such implicit relationships through proper training. The notable
advantage of MOUCLAS over more traditional processing techniques such
as model based well logging analysis is that a physical model to describe the
relationship between the well logging data and the property of interest is not
needed; nor is an very precise understanding of the physical phenomena of
the well logging data. From this point of view, MOUCLAS provides a
complementary and useful technical approach towards the interpretation of
petroleum data and benefits petroleum discovery.
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Figure 3: Quantitative Petroleum Data for MOUCLAS Mining

(note: the dashed indicate the location of oil formation)

5. CONCLUSIONS

A novel classification patterns, the MOUCLAS Pattern (MP) for
quantitative data in high dimensional databases, is investigated in this paper
for the cost effective and intelligent well logging data analysis for reservoir
characterization. We also propose the algorithm for the discovery of the
interesting MPs and construct a new classifier called De-MP. As a hybrid of
classification and clustering and association rules mining, our approach may
have several advantages which are (1) it has a solid mathematical foundation
and compact mathematical description of classifiers, (2) it does not require
discretization, as opposed to other, otherwise quite similar methods such as
ARCS are strongly related to, (3) it is robust when handling noisy or
incomplete data in high dimensional data space, regardless of the database
size, due to its grid-based characteristic, (4) it is not sensitive to the order of
input items and it scales linearly with the size of input. In the future research,
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we attempt to establish a relationship between different well logs, seismic
attributes, laboratory measurements and other reservoir properties.
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